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Chapter 611: Completing The {Special World Quest}! 

We were currently sitting outside of the dwarven castle, seeing many people walk around repairing the 

entire place. The city was left half in ruins, although there was still a lot of things left standing, most of 

the rest were devastated, the castle crumbled apart and half of it is on pieces, so everybody was 

working to move out all the rubble first. 

I cooperated by summoning my Nature and Earth Spirits to lift stuff and throw it away into a pile, Lily, 

Mark, and Rita were doing pretty much the same… Right now, however, we needed a break, and we also 

needed to talk with Jenny about what had happened. 

Well, we explained her everything to an extent, and instead of being greeted with her tears of horror or 

something… she found it pretty cool. 

"S-So this world is realm and the monsters that come out in our world might be from here?!" She was 

shocked. "A-And you are like… vigilantes?! Woah… That's actually pretty damn dope! It's dope as fuck! 

Can I join in?! I can, right? I know your secret so I can, right?" 

"I think we underestimated her." Mark sighed. "Yeah, well, sure. I guess there's no helping it." He 

nodded. 

"Sure thing, Jenny!" I smiled. "Though… You'll need to first train and everything, are you sure you want 

to risk your life like this instead of just living normally?" 

"Well, our world's already changing too much, people's afraid a monster might pop out of nowhere and 

kill them. Isn't it better to have power than not now?" She wondered. 

"Right… I guess you're right." I nodded. "Okay, we'll help you outgrow stronger, as long as you cooperate 

back whenever danger comes." 

"Sure! It's a deal! Holy shit, I'm going to become a Hunter!" Jenny was excited. 

"No, no hunter." Mark said. "You have to keep your identity a secret if possible, Jenny, the powers we'll 

give you are not something that can be divulged around. And it wouldn't be beneficial if the entire world 

knows about you. Our enemies could easily find us that way." 

"O-Oh…" Jenny quickly sighed in disappointment. "Urgh, well, I can make a lot of money at least?" 

"Yeah, definitely." I nodded. 

"ALRIGHT!" Jenny got excited again. "Let's go! This is fucking dope!" 

"I guess she accepted it really easily!" Laughed Rita. "Anyways, it's getting late… A lot happened but 

seems like Fafnir's done for and that ugly skeleton guy won't be showing up anytime soon after what 

you did." She said to me. 

"Oh yeah, thankfully." I sighed in relief. 
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I had spread out my roots below the mountain and purified all the Nether there was, the entire 

mountain was finally safe from Undead, I also decided to set up a special Checkpoint Tree here so I can 

teleport here whenever I want to. 

However, before logging off, the King of the Dwarves called us with his daughter, and as we made our 

way to where they were, I saw several new notifications, it seemed the quest completion rewards finally 

came. 

Ding! 

[You and your Party have completed the [Special World Quest]: [Defeat The Evil Fafnir and Vanquish the 

Demon King of Death From The Realm Of The Living!] 

[Incredible work! You have finally managed to defeat the powerful Fafnir and not only that, but you've 

stopped the terrific attack of the Evil Demon King of Death, Thanatos from destroying the entire city of 

the Dwarves! Your feat will never be forgotten by the Gods, nor the System itself. Although the Demon 

King remains within his Domain for now, you have dealt a huge amount of damage to his powers and 

pride and have vanquished him back to his accursed domain.] 

[You Received The Following Quest Completion Rewards]: [100.000.000 EXP] [500.000.000 Gold] 

[Greater Spirit Elixir (S Grade)] x3 [Heroic Strength Elixir (S Grade)] x3 [Legendary Potential Cube (S 

Grade)] x10 [Unique Gear Enhancement Scroll (A Grade)] x10 [Unique Gear Repair Scroll (A Grade)] x10 

[Legendary Evil Dragon Fafnir Themed Treasure Chest (S Grade)] x1] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[Your Level has increased from Level 112 to Level 122!] 

[All of your Stats have increased!] 

[You gained Bonus Stat Points and Skill Points!] 

[The World Is Advancing Further Through Its Chapters!] 

[The World Boss: The Demon King of Death, Thanatos, has received a large damage to his HP! He has 

lost -20% HP permanently!] 

[The announcements of your great feats will be announced world-wide!] 

Wow, the rewards weren't bad at all, and I even gained ten whole levels now! I was already at 122/180! 

Only 58 Levels left before yet another evolution and rank up… 



Well, I doubt this much EXP will ever come as easily aside from these amazing quests and the powerful 

foes we defeated. 

But now that we're finally done with this area, we'll have to quickly move on to another place to Level 

Up and prepare for Thanatos. 

I need to get my Avatar as strong as possible to defeat him, so I cannot slack off either! 

However, I do really need some sleep, I feel so tired… 

I have a lot of accumulated Chest, Potential Cubes, Scrolls, and Elixir Items, it should be around time to 

open a few, so I'll do that tomorrow, or through the rest of the week, I need as many equipment pieces 

as I can after all. 

Gram's already on the bag, but I might have to return it to the Dwarven Kingdom as it is a National 

Treasure, and I wouldn't really mind if I did that… Though it is a pity Queen Titania's Sword is gone. 

Wait a minute… I do remember that Fafnir had the other half of Gram, right? Is it within my Inventory 

items? 

I checked my inventory while making my way to the Church Temple where the Dwarf King and the 

Princess were, quickly finding it! 

[Ancient Heroic Sword Gram's Blade (??? Grade)] x1 

The broken blade of the Ancient Heroic Sword Gram, which once defeated Fafnir. Now rusty and 

weakened, this blade still harbors the divine power it once held, but it requires a masterful alchemist 

and blacksmith to repair it to its former, glorious self… 

"It's here!" I quickly retrieved it. 

"W-Wait, is that Gram's other half?!" Mark was flabbergasted. 

"With this, we could make two Grams, right?" I wondered. 

"That's… entirely possible!" Nieve said. 

Maybe if we give one Gram to the dwarven country, and another is kept in the fairy country, both 

countries might finally come to a peaceful agreement! 
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Chapter 612: Forging A Second Gram! 

Once we arrived at the castle, which was thankfully intact, the Dwarf King and the Princess greeted us 

with relaxed and happy faces. Just some hours ago everyone was screaming and thinking they were 

going to die. Dwarves really have strong hearts to smile right after all of those hardships. 

"Thank you for coming back, Lady Planta. Even though you did so much for us, you've been still helping 

us reconstruct your place right away! We'll be forever grateful to you for everything!" The Dwarf King 

almost got to his knees in front of me. "So please marry me and become the new queen!" 

"E-Eh?!" I stepped back in shock. 
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"Hey..." Mark was already about to act up. 

BONK! 

Suddenly, Brisingra hit her father's head with a stick and quickly calmed him down, laughing a bit 

nervously. 

"You damn old pervert!" She cried. "Hahaha… S-Sorry, he's just joking! We know Lady Planta and Titan 

are a couple." 

"Yeah." Mark nodded. 

"I'm sorry, King Dainn, I've already fallen for someone else." I apologized. 

"I-I was just joking!" He laughed. "I-I totally not have my heart broken right now… Ugh… Sniff…" The 

Dwarf King started weeping a bit. 

"A-Anyways! Into more important matters… The Sword Freyja was… shattered." Brisingra cried. "But it 

was thanks to her that we were able to survive against Fafnir until Lady Planta and her friends arrived…" 

"Oh yeah, we're… very sorry." Sighed the King. "I know that this… Would probably already worsen our 

relationship with the Fairy Queendom." 

"…Well, it was by the sword's will to sacrifice herself." Nieve sighed. "I can't really say anything about 

this. After everything that happened, I'm just happy everyone is safe…" 

"We never thought it would be possible to revive the ones that died through the magic that players 

possess." Said the Dwarf King. "We feel even more indebted to you now…" 

By using Gaia's Divine Nectar, a L Grade Item I received for defeating the Demon King of Miasma, and by 

mixing it with other materials such as my own Yggdragon Blood Sap, we created several bottles of A 

Grade Revival Elixirs. 

The original power of Gaia's Divine Nectar was that it could revive just anybody and fully restore HP, MP, 

and even grant stat bonuses temporarily. I sacrificed this very expensive item to make many revival 

potions to help revive every dwarf that perished against Fafnir. 

The revival elixirs only work on deceased bodies that have died within 24 hours, so thankfully, we were 

able to make them just in time. 

"Actually, this sword ended being mixed with the last fragments of the sword Freyja." I explained. "So 

somehow, within it, I can feel her soul slowly regenerating. If I talk things out with Titania, it should be 

possible for her to understand the circumstances." 

"Ah, that would be a relief…" The Dwarf King sighed. 

"R-Really? Is Freyja really inside Gram?" Brisingra was really interested. 

"Something like that. I can't tell how much of her is within it, but the spiritual, fairy powers that the 

sword holds have been inherited by Gram… Ah, well, it still your national treasure, I guess." I said. 



"Well, about that..." Brisingra said. "Even though we would be left without any weapon of legendary 

grade to protect our country, we would like to request you to keep it, it is the most fitting reward for all 

of your accomplishments." 

"Of course." The Dwarf King nodded. "I won't accept it back. Even less now that it has merged with what 

remains of Freyja, please, keep it." 

"About that… It could actually be possible to make a second Gram!" I suddenly surprised everyone, 

taking out Gram's blade which was stuck on Fafnir's heart. 

FLAAASH! 

The blade shone a bit when I took it out of my inventory, as if it was reacting to the other Gram. Maybe 

it wanted to go back? Well, sadly for it, it'll become a new blade, sorry! 

"T-The other half of Gram still exists?!" Richard panicked. 

"Amazing!" Said Brisingra. "T-Then it would be possible to recover Gram as our National Treasure… After 

so many years!" 

"Could it be possible? But even then… To ask even more things out of them… I feel bad." Sighed the 

Dwarf King. 

"Don't worry about it! As long as we can get along, and improve the relationship between Kingdoms, 

while maintaining a balance, I'm all in for it." I nodded. "Right guys?" 

"Y-Yeah…" Mark yawned. 

"Sure… Ugh." Rita was exhausted. 

"Can I log off now? I'm so sleepy…" Jenny sighed. 

"Hahaha, y-yeah, anybody that's tired can go rest. Acorn, Richard, can you help me make a new Gram 

with this and a few other ingredients we recovered?" I asked. 

"For sure!" Acorn nodded. 

"It shouldn't be so hard." Richard smiled. 

"Then, I'll be leaving you guys~" Rita logged off right away. 

"Bye~" Jenny logged off too. 

"I'll be going as well; it was a nice adventure today!" Lily logged off at the end. 

"I'll stay with you until you're done." Mark said. "I know that this is important for you. And I think my 

new Phoenix Flames could help make the forge faster and stronger." 

"T-Then I'll be joining too!" The Dwarf King stepped in. "I am a Master Smith after all! Not a Godsmith 

that could use our ancient national treasure though, but I should be good enough to help even if a little 

bit!" 

"Wow really? Well then, let's begin right away!" I smiled. 



Like that, our process began. It took roughly another whole hour, we used every resource available, and 

we even imbued Brisingra's Barrier Magic powers into it, alongside Mark's Phoenix Flames, Fafnir's 

claws, and fangs, and lastly, some of my Yggdragon Blood Sap. 

FLAAAASH! 

The sword, once done, floated in midair, exuding a divine radiance… It was finally done, the second 

Gram! 

Ding! 

[You have created [Celestial Blazing Rainbow Heroic Blade: Galant Gram (S Rank)] x1!] 

[An outstanding achievement!] 

[You have gained +250 HP and Vitality!] 

[Because of your resent achievements of forging two Heroic Weapons, you acquired the [Heroic 

Weapon Blacksmith] Title!] 

[You can now Summon Blacksmith Spirits!] 
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Chapter 613: Heroic Weapon Blacksmith 

Ding! 

[You have created [Celestial Blazing Rainbow Heroic Blade: Galant Gram (S Rank)] x1!] 

[You earned 10.000.000 EXP!] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[Your Level has increased from Level 122 to Level 123!] 

[An outstanding achievement!] 

[You have gained +250 HP and Vitality!] 

[Because of your resent achievements of forging two Heroic Weapons, you acquired the [Heroic 

Weapon Blacksmith] Title!] 

[You can now Summon Blacksmith Spirits!] 

Just now, I had acquired yet another new Title! I already had two from before… 

[Evil Dragon King Slayer] 

Acquisition Conditions: Slay An Evil Dragon King-type Boss. 

Equip Bonus: All Stats +100, +100% Damage Against Dragon-type Foes, Ignores -30% of Dragon-type 

Foes Defenses. 

A Title bestowed only to the true heroes that have slain an Evil Dragon King on their own, or with the aid 

of their brave allies, who will also receive a similar Title. Only a few heroes throughout all of Arcadia's 
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history have accomplished such an incredible feat. Title Effects are Active even while not equipping the 

Title. 

[Yggdragon's Divine Successor] 

Acquisition Conditions: Evolve Into An Yggdragon. 

Equip Bonus: All Stats +100, +200% Dragon Breath Power, +200% Dragon Scale Durability, +300% Dragon 

Energy Regeneration Speed, +300% Spirit Energy Regeneration Speed. 

A Title bestowed only to those who have inherited the Ancient Legacy of the Yggdragon, the powerful 

Ancient Form of Yggdrasil before it rooted itself into the world's crust, even before the days when the 

Ancient Fairy Queen was born, in the Age of the Gods. Title Effects are Active even while not equipping 

the Title. 

And now, I had this one too! 

[Heroic Weapon Blacksmith] 

Acquisition Conditions: Create Two Or More Heroic Relics. 

Equip Bonus: HP & VIT +250, Created Item Quality Boost +250%, Item Creation Super Success Rate 

+50%, Blacksmith Spirit Summoning Ability. 

A Title bestowed only to those Master Smiths that have forged two or more Heroic Relics, weapons that 

would be considered National Treasures, capable of slaying Dragon Kings and even damaging the mighty 

Demon Kings themselves. Title Effects are Active even while not equipping the Title. 

So many bonus Stats out of Titles! I feel like my Stats are even more bloated now… Though it is mostly 

thanks to that one special Title that allows me to get bonuses from other stats even without equipping 

them. 

"W-We did it…" I sighed in relief. 

"W-Woah, it is really… Gram! A second Gram!" The King of Dwarves held the blade, which shone with a 

bright, rainbow flame aura. "It is reacting to me?!" 

"Most likely because you're a descendant of Sigurd, my King." Richard explained. 

"Looks like father will have to practice swordsmanship now." Giggled Brisingra. "You always talk about 

how annoying is to fight with swords instead of just crushing things with a hammer or an axe, hahah…" 

"Ugh… W-Well, to honor my ancestor, I'll do my best." The Dwarf King smiled. "Thank you so much, Lady 

Planta, Sir Titan, Sir Acorn, and Richard too. And my daughter!" 

"No problem." Mark yawned. "Hahh… I'm so tired…" 

"We should be logging-off right away now." I giggled. "Thanks to everything, we'll come back tomorrow! 

Can you take care of Acorn and Nieve until we come back?" 

"For sure!" King Dainn nodded. "We'll treat them like honorable guests! Their efforts and bravery has 

already made them heroes here. A-And, another thing, Lady Planta. Take this." 



The King gave me a small golden medallion with the shape of a hammer and the head of a dwarf with a 

crown. 

D i n g! 

[NPC: King Dainn] has gifted you the [Dwarf King's Medallion (B Grade)]!] 

"With this medallion, wherever you show it around here, you'll receive the beast treatment you can." He 

said. "Also, it'll allow you all to enter any of our Mines or Dungeons and extract as many resources as 

you want, of course, there'll be a few taxes. But it will be mostly for free, something we don't allow 

outsiders to do." 

"Wow… this is amazing!" Mark was amazed. "With this we'll be able to get many resources to make 

stronger equipment… and everything else… Yawn…" 

"Y-Yeah! Thanks! We'll make sure to not abuse your generosity, King Dainn! See ya!" I quickly logged off 

with Mark. 

Once we took off the VR Headsets, we cuddled together and instantly fell asleep, we were too tired! 

. 

. 

. 

The next morning, we were woken up by my daughter who came back with her friends. She started 

knocking at the door at like 9 AM… 

"Mom? Are you there?" She wondered, knocking the door. 

"Uwah! Eh? Ah!" I felt surprised, but quickly sat down while yawning. "Yes sweetie, I'm here… I just 

played a lot of BNLO last night and I fell asleep super late…" 

"Oh, yeah, I can guess." She said across the door. "I saw the messages, you guys completed yet another 

World Quest?! I didn't knew that dragon would be so related to it! You're like a World Quest magnet 

mom!" 

"A-Ahahaha…" I laughed a bit nervously. 

"Hmm…? Ah…" Mark slowly opened his eyes. "R-Right… I stayed overnight here." 

"Was that Mark's voice?" My daughter wondered. 

"Y-Yes… He stayed overnight…" I admitted while feeling a bit embarrassed. 

"Eh? Oh… Uhh, okay." My daughter tried to just not get herself worked up over it. "Anyways, can we 

have breakfast?" 

"Sure… I'll go make something for everyone, wait a bit." I sighed, slowly waking up and stretching my 

body. "Wanna shower together?" I asked Mark with a teasing smile. 

"A-A shower together?" He blushed. "Well, if you really want to…" 



We quickly went nude and jumped into the shower with the warm water. Naturally, taking a shower 

together doesn't just involve washing one another… We did a bit of morning love before having 

breakfast. 

"Is it my idea or you got even more tougher around here?" I smiled while touching his abdomen. "And 

these arms… so strong." 

"A-Ahahah, must be the physique." He giggled with a bit of embarrassment. 

Geez, he's such a hot stud… I can't believe I got such a man as my boyfriend. 
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Chapter 614: A Strategy? 

Naturally, after having breakfast with my daughter and her friends, who couldn't stop talking about the 

World Quest thingy, we moved the conversation to something I was planning, and about the World 

Boss, the Demon King of Death, Thanatos. 

"So you're saying he'll be summoned once the next month begins?" My daughter asked. 

"I didn't knew an item that could tell you when a World Boss' gonna show up existed!" Anna was 

excited. 

"It is certainly very interesting…" Elisa wondered, caressing her golden hair. "Lady Elayne, do you have 

some sort of plan to deal with him?" 

"Well, I was thinking that instead of letting him trash Arcadia, we could slay him before that time limit…" 

I said. 

"W-What?!" All three of them were taken back. 

"H-How's that even possible anyways?" Anna asked. "Isn't he in the Underworld, which is sealed with a 

gate? How could you enter there to begin with?" 

"Maybe she knows something we don't." Said Elisa. 

Well, if I tell them that I am slowly figuring out a way to enter the Underworld through the same portals 

the idiot of the Demon King creates all the time, they'll get even more confused. So I'll just keep it a 

secret. 

"We do know a way." I nodded. "But it is a secret, we'll only reveal it once we begin such a plan… Right 

Mark?" 

"Huh? Y-Yeah!" Mark nodded, playing along. "It's a secret for now, sorry girls." 

"Anyways, for such a thing… Let's say it is hypothetically possible to go the Underworld." My daughter 

said. "How do you plan to beat a World Boss with just a few players?" 

"I am quite sure from what I've gathered that once the gates open, he'll gain even more power as his 

status as a world boss is fully granted." I said. "And he'll be able to expand his Nether everywhere, 
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absorbing millions of souls. He's quite the hardcore Necromancer-type of monster. So the earlier we get 

rid of him, the better, before the entirety of the world is covered on Undead obeying his will." 

"Hmmm…" My daughter kept listening to me. 

"We've recently evolved and developed skills and magic that works really well against him, so there's 

that too. And the recent World Boss Quest reduced his HP by -20%. That aside, we're not planning on 

going alone. We want to recruit as many players as we can. And I was thinking on abusing my own 

popularity for that." I smiled. "How about I join the Arena Tournament that's coming soon where many 

guilds are about to clash?" 

"Wait, what? I didn't thought you would do PvP…" My daughter was surprised. "Wait, what are you even 

planning to do, mom?" 

"I need to prove them that I am strong and that I am deserving of their attention and help…" I said. 

"Maybe I've already done a lot before, but Scarlet herself told me that this alone wouldn't convince 

everyone to follow me, or help me… If I can gain their recognition even more, and upload more videos 

as I've done, it might actually be possible to bring tons of players against the Demon King, even before 

he's summoned!" 

Pretty much, I want to bring all the high-level players I can down there and slay him with all our 

combined power and efforts before he makes an even greater mess out of the world of Arcadia. 

"I'm a World Boss myself too, right? The first ever.. But despite my popularity, it feels like I am still quite 

detached from the entire community. I want to do something that'll prove everyone I can be more 

engaging and all of that…" I sighed. "Well, it is all just hypothetical but…" 

"No, I get it." My daughter nodded. "Sounds good! We'll help you out spreading the rumor, the 

Tournament's next week, are you ready to do it now?" 

"We'll get ready for that day." I nodded. 

"Yeah, I'll be participating as well." Mark nodded. 

The PvP Arena Tournament is a special one named [Guild Battle] which is a series of 1v1 Fights between 

the strongest members of each Guild, we'll be registering our guild there and do it. 

Yeah, we might be a bit under leveled compared to the strongest pro players, but that doesn't mean 

much when I have so many buffs and boosts, and also when I'm a World Boss. 

Of course, we'll try to level up as much as possible until that day too. 

But for now, time to go to the gym! 

Tomorrow the week will start again, so I better exercise as much as possible to strengthen myself in 

here as well, focusing too much on Arcadia will only make me feel exhausted. 

"Alright, see ya!" I went to the gym with Mark, where we quickly meet up with Lily, Rita, and now our 

new ally Jenny, who ended being introduced to the whole "the game is real" really out of nowhere… 

"Hey Elayne!" Jenny waved her hand from afar. 



"Hello Jenny, Rita, Lily." I smiled. "Let's do some exercising for now though. Jenny, we'll get to your 

awakening once we go to Lily's house." 

"Oh… really? But I didn't want to do exercises here…" Jenny complained. 

"Come on dear, it'll be fun!" I said with a giggle. "Also, you won't be able to awaken a physique if you're 

not at top condition physically!" 

"Eh?! So to gain powers I need to be healthy?!" Jenny complained. "Lame…" 

"Well if you don't want to, then you won't get any power." Mark crossed his arms. 

"W-Wait, I didn't said I didn't want to!" Jenny grew desperate. "I-I'll do it… Whatever it takes! There's no 

way I'm not getting something, at least a bit of power so I can defend against these crazy monsters 

showing up all the time in the news!" 

"Hahaha, I guess she's quite spirited." Lily laughed. 

"Well, that's the spirit, girl!" Rita smiled. "Let's go! Don't worry, there's a lot of eye candies around the 

gym so you'll enjoy it too." 

"Eye candies?" Jenny wondered, as she glanced around, and quickly realized what Rita meant. "Oh, hell 

yeah." She quickly began glancing at the many handsome and muscular young men exercising around. 

"Okay, maybe I can get used to this…" 

She reminds me of Rita when she was younger… 
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Chapter 615: Helping Jenny Awaken 

We spent the next three hours in the gym doing all sorts of exercises, enhancing our physiques as much 

as possible while also channeling Mana and letting it travel across our bodies to increase their power 

and at the same time, buff our own Magic Circles as well. 

Jenny was dying most of the time, she was in terrible shape, even some plus sized people around the 

gym that came to lose some weight were doing much better than her… She was a bit embarrassing. 

"Uuugghhh… Geeehhh… Hahhhh… N-No more… please… Urgh…" Jenny was gasping for air, her entire 

body covered on sweat, her pale skin had become completely red as her face looked almost as if it was 

melting. 

"Gosh, you're in really bad shape, girl." I sighed. "Well, let's go take a shower and get going to Lily's 

house. Let's have something to eat there too before going for lunch at home." 

"Okaaayy… F-Finally… You set me free from this torture…" Jenny dragged herself to the bathroom where 

we took a quick bath before regrouping with Mark in the entrance. 

However, we found out he was suddenly surrounded by a lot of other new gym bros, that weren't the 

nice type, most of them were annoying thugs that came to the gym just to pick up girls and barely 

exercised. 
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"Can't you introduce us to some of the chicks you get along, bro? You literally are stealing them all, 

man." 

"Yeah, what the heck dude?" 

"They're only my girlfriend's friends and my coworkers." Mark sighed. "Sorry but I doubt they'll ever 

want to get along with guys like you anyways." 

"What did you said, shithead?" 

"You think you're tough because you go to the gym?" 

"We can beat the shit out of you any time!" 

"I don't think that people so confident of themselves would ever say things like those out loud." Mark 

sighed. "I'm going now, take care." 

"Wait a bit you piece of shit!" 

One of the three guys suddenly grabbed Mark's arm, trying to drag him back. 

However, Mark quickly grabbed his arm back and twisted it behind his back so fast the thug was 

shocked, screaming loudly. 

"Aarrrggh! W-What the fuck?!" 

The other two thugs quickly tried to hit him in the face, but Mark simply placed their friend in front, 

lifting him off the ground, the punches ended landing on his face instead… 

"Argh! W-What the fuck you shitheads?! Let me go!" 

"Sure, you can go." 

Mark quickly threw the guy into the floor and then gave him a kick in the back, throwing him away into 

an alleyway. The other two thugs were so scared over his own strength that their legs began to tremble. 

"T-This guy's not human…" 

"A-An awakened?! F-Fuck!" 

The two quickly ran away, while the third one that Mark threw away ran as fast as possible without even 

looking back… 

Whew, I can't say that was a good thing, but it was still pretty damn cool! 

"Mark! What happened?" I ran to his side with my friends. 

"Oh? You're out." He smiled gently. "Ah? Just some weird guys that tried to assault me, I threw me 

away. People always says that Canada's crime free, but there's always thugs like these anywhere." 

"Hahh… Just please don't get involved in fights, even less street fights!" I said. "Don't abuse your 

strength against powerless people. I almost pity the idiots…" 



"Hahaha, sorry about that. Next time I'll just walk away if that's reassuring for you." He sighed. "I just 

got… a bit annoyed, they wanted to hook up with your friends, and you, and they were really nasty. I 

hate the kind of guys that just treat women like an object they want to possess... Reminds me of the 

asshole of my father." 

"A-Ah, I see… Sorry if I ended bringing some bad memories." I said. "Let's talk about that later if you 

want." 

"Sure." He sighed, giving me a gentle yet tired-looking smile. 

"Elayne why are you being such a drama queen? There's thugs everywhere nowadays! He did a good 

job! If some thug comes to you, you beat the shit out of them and then you show them the Glock when 

they threaten you! That's what my husband taught me." Rita nodded. "Nicely done, I didn't thought you 

were that type of guy, Mark, I guess I can leave Elayne to you without worrying." 

"Hahaha, it was kind of cool~" Lily giggled. "Thankfully the young lads I meet up with are all decent men. 

I would never get along with those thugs." 

"Damn boss, didn't thought you had it in you." Jenny joked about it. "Anyways, can we go now?! I want 

to get these damn magic powers asap! I want to zap some bastards!" 

"No Jenny, you can't use them on people, try to just keep them for monsters, alright?" I asked her. "If 

you ever do something bad with them…" 

"I-I was just joking! I'm a good girl." She sighed, crossing her arms. "Geez, are you a bit tense today, 

Elayne?" 

"M-Maybe…" I sighed. 

I guess she wasn't wrong, I've been thinking about a lot of things, which makes me feel a bit anxious and 

nervous… But I should just unwind eating some ice cream on Lily's house. 

"Well! Let's go to my home, I've got some ice cream for everyone!" Lily seemed to have read my mind or 

something. 

"Sorry about that again…" Mark apologized once more. "I didn't thought things through too much." 

"Well, it's fine~" I sighed. "You were kind of cool… But don't let that get into your head, alright?" 

"Hahaha, alright." Mark laughed along with me. 

We made our way back to Lily's house on his car, and then while having ice cream, we quickly prepared 

everything for Jenny. By now, the lazy Great Spirit had finally woken up from her slumber, and while 

yawning, she helped me out on building the magic circle and everything, while trying to use materials 

compatible with Jenny. 

We decided to buy some compatible materials on this world's magic item and materials shop, using a 

few thousands of dollars I didn't mind spending, and then some from Arcadia. 

FLAAASH! 

"Uwaaaah! W-What with this power?!" 



Lily was left flabbergasted once she awakened a Magic Circle. 
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Chapter 616: A Venomous Girl 

A Magic Circle was quickly engraved on Jenny's heart, as she felt a huge surge of Mana all across her 

body. However, she became accustomed to it very quickly! A few hundred runes were formed right 

away, as she became Tier 1 Rank 5. All of it thanks to her surprisingly high talent with magic, which we 

didn't expect at all! 

"Wow! This is sick! So this is magic?! I'm a fucking magician! Can I go to Hogwarts now?!" Jenny was 

talking nonsense out of pure happiness. 

"Sigh…" 

Her magic affinity was also the same as her avatar in BNLO, which further proved the theory of our 

bodies being connected to our avatars through our souls, most likely. Thanks to that, Lily learned mostly 

dangerous poison magic, which she has to be careful when using. 

"Oohh, I even have the same affinity as my BNLO avatar… Kind of lame though, I wanted to conjure 

fireballs or something… But poison's lethal enough I guess." 

"Be careful with the poison!" 

However, because it is magic, she can choose for it to simply not affect us, something really impressive. I 

wonder if other poison magicians in Earth are capable of this. 

Among the few new Spells she started with, she had [Poison Smoke], [Paralyzing Poison Needle], 

[Poisonous Sludge], and lastly, [Poison Body], which makes her body immune to most toxins, while also 

being capable of turning her body secretions into poison if she wants to. 

However, she was unable to get a physique yet because her body wasn't in shape yet, the Great Spirit 

said she'll need to exercise at least another week for the bare minimum, and that's saying a minimum of 

4 hours a day… Jenny said she'll do it however she can, so let's hope for the best. 

"I-I'll do it… Somehow!" 

"Please don't push yourself too hard…" 

Lastly, about equipment, we turned her preferred set of clothes into some magically enchanted 

equipment using the classic D Ranked Cubes and adding some materials here and there. I also made her 

a ring and a bracelet, and a shield too, though she can't go around with it everywhere. 

And as for a weapon, she wasn't really good at using guns, nor she knew how to attack with a knife 

either, so at the end we let her carry a bat as her preferred weapon, a metal bat we enchanted with 

Potential Cubes, which ended becoming quite strong. Though this time, no gods blessed it nor gave it a 

name, so it wasn't a talking weapon. 

"I used to be pretty good at baseball when I was a kid, so this fits me well!" She said, practicing her 

throws around. 
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"H-Hey Jenny, be careful with that!" I evaded her blows as she was carelessly swinging a magic weapon 

around. 

Geez, this girl's a bit compulsive, but I've known her for years, I know she's good-hearted. 

This was her "Status" based in her abilities and equipment; I just wrote this down in a book that I store 

inside my Inventory mostly. 

Jenny: Magic Circle Tier 1: Rank 5 Poisonous Magic Circle, 500 Poison Runes 

Engraved Spells: Poison Smoke, Paralyzing Poison Needle, Poisonous Sludge, Poison Body… 

Physique: None for now. 

Engraved Physique Techniques: None for now. 

Weapon: [Magically Reinforced Baseball Bat (D Rank Magic Weapon)] Potential Abilities: [STR +18% (D)] 

[Poisonous Blow (D)] [Defense Ignore: 20% (D)] [Wrathful Blow Barrage (D)] 

Shield: [Roughly Made Monster Shield (D Rank Magic Shields)] Potential Abilities: [RES +13% (D)] [VIT 

+15% (D)] [Magic Shield (D)] [Magic Damage Taken -10% (D)] 

Helmet: [Spiritually Reinforced Beast Helmets (D Rank Magic Helmets)] Potential Abilities: [RES +13% 

(D)] [VIT & HP +10% (D)] [Physical Damage Resistance (D)] [Total Damage Taken -15% (D)] [HP and 

Stamina Regeneration Speed +30% (D)] 

Armor: [Toxic Goth Girl's Night Set (D Rank Magic Clothing Set)] Potential Abilities: [Physical Damage 

Taken -15% (D)] [Poison Hands (D)] [STR & INT +14% (D)] [Toxic Gaze (D)] 

Coat: [Ghostly Tyrant Bear Reinforced Magic Coat (D Rank Magic Coat)] Potential Abilities: [VIT +15% 

(D)] [HP +12% (D)] [Phantom Resistance (D)] [Darkness Resistance (D)] [Magic Resistance (D)] 

Ring: [Enchanted Viper Drake Queen Scale Magic Ring (C Rank Magic Ring)] Potential Abilities: [STR +8% 

(D)] [INT +9% (D)] [Poison Magic Power +40% (C)] [Viper Drake Scale Protection (C)] 

Bracelet: [Enchanted Viper Drake Queen Scale Bracelets (C Rank Magic Bracelets)] Potential Abilities: 

[INT & MP +15% (C)] [AGI & DEX +11% (D)] [Magic Spell Power +25% (D)] [Magic Spells Mana Cost -25% 

(D)] [Viper Drake's Venomous Bite (D)] 

To compensate for her lack of stronger magic weapons, I made some special ring and bracelet for her 

using tiny bits of the Viper Drake's scales which finally became low rank enough to be used, although 

they lost most of their defenses, the poisonous power they held was still strong enough to make the 

former mass-produced rings into C Rank. 

With these two accessories, she's able to bring a tiny bit of the power of the Viper Drake! Though as I 

said before, very weakened. Nonetheless, when combined with her poison magic which has high affinity, 

she can summon viper drake-like beasts made of poison, mostly their heads, to bite enemies rapidly. 

She also enjoys a soft scale protection, which negates a bit of damage taken, only a tiny bit, like 5%, but 

that's better than nothing. 



I had considered upgrading our weapons and armor using these dragon materials, and after planning it 

out a bit more with the Great Spirit's help, we did! 

Lily's weapons and accessories were enchanted using the Cave Drake King's scales which I crushed into 

tiny bits back in BNLO, Mark got the same treatment but with the Red Dragon Queen's scales and some 

of her blood, and then the same for Rita with the Blue Dragon King, we enchanted all our armors with 

some of Fafnir's crushed scale bits, lower quality enough to be transferred to Earth. 

Like that, our magic equipment gained a small ability to reflect some of the damage taken, a bit higher 

than Jenny at 20%! 

"Wait! I also want the same armor upgrades!" Jenny complained. 

"Earn more merits and you may get better equipment!" I said. 

"Ugh…" She sighed. 
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Chapter 617: Upgrading Equipment 

[The Power of [Pathway] and [Spirit Fusion] has allowed you to upgrade several Magic Weapons and 

Magic Armors] 

[The Divinity [All Mother of Life and Souls] has decided to further bless your Weapon and Shield using 

the available materials.] 

[Your Weapon: [Spiritual Farm Shovel Staff: Irene (C Rank Magic Weapon)] has been enchanted to 

[Spiritual Farm Shovel Dragon Staff: Irene (B Rank Magic Weapon)], Potential Abilities have been 

upgraded to: [STR & INT +25% (C)] [Great Spiritual Explosion (C)] [Great Elemental Resonance (C)] [MP & 

INT +25% (C)] [Intelligent Weapon (B)] [Dragon Spirit Summon (B)]!] 

[Your Shield: [Roughly Made Monster Shield (D Rank Magic Shield)] has been enchanted to [Roughly 

Made Great Four Dragon King's Scale Shield (C Rank Magic Shield)], Potential Abilities have been 

upgraded to: [Magic Damage Taken -25% (C)] [Spiritual Scale Fortress (C)] [VIT & RES +24% (C)] 

[Elemental Damage Taken -25% (C)] [Hidden: Life Dragon's Shield (S+)] [Hidden: Gaia's Divine Dragon 

Domain (S+)]!] 

[Your Helmet: [Spiritually Reinforced Beast Helmets (D Rank Magic Helmets)] has been enchanted to 

[Spiritually Reinforced Great Dragon King's Helmets (C Rank Magic Helmets)], Potential Abilities have 

been upgraded to: [RES +27% (C)] [VIT & HP +20% (C)] [Great Physical Damage Resistance (C)] [Total 

Damage Taken -20% (C)] [HP and Stamina Regeneration Speed +60% (C)] [Dragon's Helmet (C)]!] 

[Your Armor: [Spiritual Mother's Casual Clothing Set (D Rank Magic Clothing Set)] has been enchanted to 

[Spiritual Mother's Great Dragon King's Scale Casual Clothing Set (C Rank Magic Clothing Set)], Potential 

Abilities have been upgraded to: [All Damage Taken -20% (C)] [Spiritual Dragon Barrier (C)] [All Stats 

+20% (C)] [Elemental Spirit Dragon Armor (C)] [Great Dragon King's Scale Armor (C)]!] 

[Your Coat: [Ghostly Tyrant Bear Reinforced Magic Coat (D Rank Magic Coat)] has been enchanted to 

[Elemental Yggdragon's Scale Reinforced Magic Coat (C Rank Magic Coat)], Potential Abilities have been 
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upgraded to: [VIT +22% (C)] [HP +23% (C)] [Phantom & Death Resistance (C)] [Darkness & Miasma 

Resistance (C)] [Great Magic Resistance (C)] [Yggdragon's Scale Reflection (C)]!] 

[Your Ring: [Enchanted Spiritual Steel Ring (D Rank Magic Ring)] has been enchanted to [Enchanted 

Spiritual Yggdragon's Magic Ring (C Rank Magic Ring)], Potential Abilities have been upgraded to: [AGI 

+16% (C)] [INT +18% (C)] [MP Recovery Speed +60% (C)] [Spirit Magic Power +40% (C)] [Yggdragon's 

Magic Aura (C)]!] 

[Your Bracelet: [Spiritual Druid's Beast Bracelets (D Rank Magic Bracelets)] has been enchanted to 

[Spiritual Yggdragon's Druid Bracelet (C Rank Magic Bracelets)], Potential Abilities have been upgraded 

to: [INT & MP +17% (C)] [AGI & DEX +18% (C)] [Magic Spell Power +50% (C)] [Magic Spells Mana Cost -

36% (C)] [Great Spiritual Resonance (C)] [Yggdragon's Life Flames (C)]!] 

The World's Voice whispered to me the moment I finished with my equipment… Because I didn't had 

any strong affinity with any of the dragons, I just used them all, plus my own avatar's body Yggdragon 

Scales, which even enhanced my shield's Hidden Abilities, the ones granted by Gaia herself! Also, looks 

like I can summon the Spirit Dragons even here? I'll have to try that out. 

Also, the equipment jumped one Rank and it is all C Rank now! Above all, the C Rank Magic Weapon 

now became B Rank. Their appearance changes varied a lot, the clothing set remained looking mostly 

the same, but I can summon the draconic protection and it will suddenly become covered on bright 

scales, resembling an armor. 

"One of the weird things I've noticed about our equipment here is that the potential abilities are 

upgraded as we add more materials, in BNLO, potential cubes don't work like that, you need to use 

higher grade potential cubes to reset the potentials." Said Mark, analyzing my equipment. "If what you 

heard from this "World's Voice" is true, then our own world is twisting and changing how Arcadia's 

items and powers work…" 

"Well, that's nice, right?" I asked. "Like that, we don't need to use C Rank or above Potential Cubes all 

that much! And it is our little secret to grow in power even more. Jenny, you're holding a million dollars 

equipment right now!" 

"Eh?! Really? Ugh… Maybe I shouldn't had been so rude before then…" Jenny recapacitated really 

quickly. 

"Though, why can Rita use poison too?!" Jenny complained. 

"Well, I'm you but better." Rita giggled. "Don't worry, you can become my sidekick." 

Because Rita developed poison magic with her new Viper Drake Physique, it was quite obvious that 

Jenny would think of herself as "less unique" but it was whatever. 

"Sidekick… Well, it doesn't sound so bad, actually." Jenny genuinely considered it. 

"Anyways, let's continue enchanting everyone else's equipment…" I said. "Our adventure in Arcadia 

ended enhancing all our strength even in Earth quite a lot! Oh, I'll make sure to put Yggdragon's scales in 

your equipment too!" 

[The Power of [Pathway] and [Spirit Fusion] has allowed you to upgrade several Magic Weapons] 



[The Divinities: [Dark Lady Dressed By The Night], [Furious King of Blazing Flames], and [Lady Mother of 

Earth and Ores] have decided to further enchant the weapons using the available materials.] 

[Mark] Weapon: [Blazing Dragon Tooth Knife: Ignis (C Rank Magic Weapon)] has been enchanted to 

[Infernal Red Dragon Queen's Fang Knife: Ignis (B Rank Magic Weapon)], Potential Abilities have been 

upgraded to: [STR & AGI +23% (C)] [Quadruple Slash (C)] [True Red Dragon Flame (C)] [Slashing Power 

+50% (C)] [Intelligent Weapon (B)] [Red Dragon Queen's Breath (B)]!] 

[Rita] Weapon: [Lethal Black Reaper Handgun: Onyx (C Rank Magic Weapon)] has been enchanted to 

[Lethal Dark Death Dragon Handgun: Onyx (B Rank Magic Weapon)], Potential Abilities have been 

upgraded to: [AGI & DEX +25% (C)] [Elemental Bullet Spiritual (C)] [Defense Ignore: 40% (C)] [Super 

Bullet Time (C)] [Intelligent Weapon (B)] [Blue Dragon King's Bullet Cannon (B)]!] 

[Lily] Weapon: [Earth Shattering Pickaxe: Tierra (C Rank Magic Weapon)] has been enchanted to 

[Mountain Shattering Cave Drake King's Pickaxe: Tierra (B Rank Magic Weapon)], Potential Abilities have 

been upgraded to: [STR & INT +22% (C)] [Mountain Shattering Strike (C)] [Defense Ignore: 40% (C)] 

[Draconic Mother Earth's Wrath (C)] [Intelligent Weapon (B)] [Cave Drake King's Earthquake (B)]!] 

All weapons glowed brightly with divine energy, as their abilities were upgraded even further, and they 

all gained some dragon-related Skill now! Woah, yeah, maybe because this world didn't had any rules 

like in Arcadia, we could transform and shape their own powers into whatever we wanted… Mostly. 

"Amazing, the design's much cooler now." Mark said. "Now it finally looks like an actual magic knife!" 

"You bet on it, brat!" Ignis laughed. 

"W-Woah, Onyx, you look a bit too fake, won't people think you're a toy gun?" Sighed Rita, her gun now 

had a dragon head on it, looking very crazy. 

"Sigh… Isn't that for the better, girl?" Onyx angrily said. "Cops won't realize I can shoot their brains off! 

Gahahaha!" 

"Wow Tierra, you're even more heavier now…" Lily sighed. 

"Hahahaha! Come on now, let's go mine on a mountain or something!" Tierra laughed. 

"For now, I've sensed as the Hollows have been condensing a bit more, enough for a good enough 

hunt." I said. "How about we call some to get a few more Magic Crystals? Aside from the ones we've 

sold, we are running low on them, I think that with the scale bits of the Dragon Kings we hunted, we 

should be able to boost our physiques a bit more, or even make them evolve." 

"Good idea!" Said Mark. 

"H-Hollows?" Jenny wondered, seconds before a large monster emerged behind her. 

"MANAAAAA…! DELICIOUS MANAAAA!" 

"Uwaaaahh! W-What is that thing?!" 
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"MAANAAAAA…! GAAAAH!" 

From within the walls of Lily's backyard, a huge Hollow appeared, slimily dropping its own body, and 

inviting itself into her property. I had already set up the Magic Spell to call them beforehand, and they 

were coming by the dozens. 

With a huge white mask as a face, and a body made up of black goo, it was quite the intimidating beast 

for any normal civilian… Jenny wanted to into this world, so she better fight to earn her place now. 

"See that thing slowly approaching you?" I asked. "That's a Hollow, if it touches you, you'll Mana will be 

drained out. They feed on Mana and are a nuisance that is born out of corrupted Mana and Negative 

Emotions that we humans exude all the time." 

"E-Eeeeh?! So there's not just the monsters from the gates?!" Jenny cried. 

"Nah, this world had always had monsters in it, but not as many as of now… Hollows used to be rarer." I 

explained. "Until the gates appeared, filling the world with Mana, meaning more of these invincible 

guys, which only mana-wielding people can see, began to multiply, and diversify. We deal with these 

guys every end of the week to gain some resources out of them." 

"S-So you've been cleaning and protecting our city all this time… F-Fighting these ugly things?!" Jenny 

cried. 

"GRUOOHHH!" 

BAAAM! 

The slimy hollow suddenly grew a huge arm, hitting the floor and generating a shockwave that threw 

Jenny away. 

"Uwaaagh!" 

She fell into the floor with a loud thud, rolling over the ground. Her armor protected her well. 

"Ouch… Y-You damn ugly monster…" Jenny cried. "H-Hey, can I kill it with the power I have?" 

"Hmm, it must be an F Rank Hollow, nothing special about it. But more are coming though." The Great 

Spirit explained. "Girl, if ya wanna join, you should at least be able to take them down by your own!" 

"O-Okay… I get it!" Jenny nodded, swallowing saliva. "I-I'll do it…" 

FLUOSH! 

Her Mana Aura surged from her body slowly, as her ring and bracelet reacted to them, covering her club 

with a purple aura, resembling a small Viper Drake coiling around her bat. 

"Hyaaaaah!" She ran rather clumsily towards the Hollow, who was dumbly glancing at her. 

"OOOOOHH!" The Hollow roared, rushing towards her. 
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"Hit it as hard as you can, girl!" Rita laughed. 

"This feels like we're babysitting her…" Mark laughed. 

"It definitely didn't felt this way with me, right?" Lily wondered. 

BAAM! BAAM! BAAAM! 

Jenny started hitting the hollow's body with her huge bat, generating small explosions of poison around 

its big and slimy body. 

The Hollow cried, squirming around in pain, but it attempted to wrap its own body around Jenny, while 

touching her and slowly draining her Mana… 

"Uuuggh…! Dammit! Is this really an F Rank monster?!" She complained. 

"Put more strength in those arms of yours!" Rita said. 

"ARGGHHH…!" Jenny screamed in desperation, her eyes suddenly glowing bright red, resembling the 

eyes of the Viper Drake Queen. "You damn… FUCKING PIECE OF SHIT!!!" 

Her arms suddenly overflowed with venomous and poisonous mana aura, as she unleashed an explosive 

strike that generated a huge viper drake jaw, biting the entire Hollow's body, and splattering it into 

mud! 

CRAAAASH! 

"GUOOOHHHH…!" 

SPLAAAT! 

Like a balloon, it exploded, the F Rank Hollow was defeated just like that! a small Hollow Crystal was 

dropped, and Jenny found herself covered in their muddy black material. 

"Ugh… This is the worst, it felt like I was going to get swallowed…" Jenny sighed, falling into the floor 

while holding the crystal. "And what's this?" 

"A hollow crystal." Mark explained. "It is pretty much the crystallization of the corrupted Mana that 

hollows hold inside of them, we purify them and use them to grow stronger by absorbing their magic 

power. Normal monsters also have something similar named Magic Crystals, they come purified already, 

mostly." 

"We fought monsters back in the countryside, on Elayne's home, there's a few normal animals that 

became monsters but it's quite rare to find them in the city." Said Rita. 

"Well, if we ever go there, I would love to meet Elayne's family, and hunt monsters!" Lily said. 

"Sure, I was thinking on going monthly to my house, both to check on my family and regulate the 

monster population. I know there's government agents there and all, but I doubt they can just clean it all 

efficiently." I said. "Anyways, they're here, everyone! Let's get ready." 

"MANAAAA…!" 



"SO HUNGRY… MANA…" 

"NEED MANA…!" 

"GRAAAARRGGH! MOVE ASIDE!!!" 

Suddenly, a larger and more monstrous Hollow appeared from within the group of F Rank ones, was it 

an E+ Rank? They usually take larger and more monstrous forms. 

"SHAAAAAH!" 

CLAAASH! 

It landed in the middle of the backyard, it possessed several heads and tentacles, with a few of its legs 

resembling those of an enormous spider. 

"A Hollow Legion?! One of them already formed so soon?!" The Great Spirit was shaken. 

"MANAA! HAHAHA! DELICIOUS! I'M GONNA GOBBLE YOU UP!!!" 

The many heads it held, each one made up of a white mask of a different shape, laughed, the huge body 

of the Hollow Legion was over ten meters tall, and it was a monster comparable to some D Rank threats. 

"GRAAAAARGGH!" 

Its countless faces merged together into a grotesque, monstrous jaw resembling that of a spider, 

opening up and quickly attempting to devour me. 

"ELAYNE!" 

Jenny panicked, as the beast's attack landed without me or anybody doing anything about it… 

CRAAAASSSSH! 

Smoke spread out as the impact reached me. Jenny opened her mouth wide open, but… Well, nothing 

happened, I was completely unscathed, as my body was covered on a combination of spiritual barriers 

and Yggdragon's scales merged together. 

A powerful magical and spiritual aura was surging from within my body, as I felt almost no damage from 

an otherwise lethal blow… 

"The upgraded equipment seems to be working as intended… All these damage reduction Skills are 

really useful." I giggled. "Now… [Yggdragon's Life Flames]!" 

My bracelet glowed brightly, imbuing my hands with golden flames of life, as I unleashed a blazing 

explosion right in front of the Hollow's face. 

BOOOOOOOMMMM…! 

Thankfully, we had already set some sound dampening charms and illusion barriers, hahaha… 
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"GRAAAHH!" 

As the whole Hollow Legion died, three other Hollows, weaker but still big, approached me, attacking 

me with their bodies, as their bodies shapeshifted into huge fists and tentacles, attempting to pummel 

me down. 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! 

However, my clothes suddenly shone brightly, gaining a coverture made out of golden scales. By 

absorbing my own Mana, this Dragon Scale protection was conjured almost constantly. 

The attacks from the Hollows were completely ineffective against my body. As it felt like their blows 

were simply hitting a huge metallic wall. 

"[Yggdragon's Magic Aura]!" 

FLAAASH! 

A Magical Aura surged from my body, fusing with the magical power of the Ring I crafted, as the huge 

draconic head of my Yggdragon Avatar emerged from it, roaring furiously and biting apart the Hollow in 

front of me! 

CRAAAAASSSH! 

"Oh, so that's how it works?" I wondered. "How about this?" 

I quickly moved my hand, the Yggdragon Aura then changed its shape into a huge draconic claw, 

crushing the second Hollow pestering me. 

BAAAAAMMM…! 

"Amazing… How, and what about the tail?!" 

I imagined such a thing, and the aura immediately responded to my own visualization, as a huge 

draconic tail swept through the floor, destroying two more Hollows in close proximity, the force of the 

impact was enough to make their bodies splatter into pieces. 

Okay, that was pretty amazing! Time to grind and clear the city off these annoying guys as much as 

possible. 

. 

. 

. 

[You have absorbed a large quantity of Mana.] 

[Dozens Runes have been inscribed within the Magic Circle.] 

[Your Magic Circle has grown stronger.] 

[Your Magic Power has improved.] 



[Your Physique has absorbed the essence of several high-quality Materials.] 

[Hundreds of Physique Runes have been inscribed across your Body.] 

[Your Physique has improved from Tier 1 Rank 7 to Tier 1 Rank 9.] 

[Several New Physique Techniques have been created: [Yggdragon's Scale Skin] [Lesser All Element 

Resistance] [Physical Damage Reduction]!] 

[Your Physical Strength, Stamina, Dexterity, and Agility have increased.] 

After spending an hour hunting Hollows, we finished by absorbing most of the Hollow Crystals we got, 

after purifying them, and also we used the same crystals to enhance our physiques and absorb some of 

the materials from the Great Dragons we absorbed. 

None of us had yet to reach Tier 2 in Physique though, and we still had a bit more to go before reaching 

such an height. Above all, my Magic Circle hasn't improved either, I'll need to feed it much more Mana 

for it to increase properly. 

Nonetheless, I still got a lot of amazing new Physique Techniques through the improvements! And my 

body felt much stronger and sturdier as well. I gained Lesser All Element Resistance, which reduces a bit 

of damage from elemental attacks, and Physical Damage Reduction, which does the same but for 

physical attacks. 

Yggdragon's Scale Skin is like a slightly weaker passive form of the Dragon King's Scale Protection from 

my armor, and it doesn't need any Mana to activate, so that's always a plus in my book. 

Everyone else overflowed with new and stronger magical auras, so it could be said we definitely grew a 

bit stronger. 

"Phew! Well, how about we go back to my house to eat something?" I said carefreely. 

"Oh yeah, anything that you make would be nice." Mark smiled. 

"I need to go back home and prepare lunch already, so I'll have to skip that, Elayne." Rita sighed. 

"I can join if you don't mind!" Lily gently said. 

"Geehh… How can you guys be so relaxed after all of that?!" Jenny cried. "You're all insane…!" She was 

complaining a lot. 

I guess I couldn't blame her, she worked harder than any of us and was constantly fighting those weak 

Hollows because of her lack of practice and physical fitness. 

"Well, eventually you'll slowly get stronger and not get tired as much." I said. "But you did well, Jenny. If 

you want, you can come to my house to have lunch." 

"Ugh… W-Well, maybe I'll help myself with that…" Jenny sighed. "Alright…" 

Like that, after dropping Rita back in her house, we moved to my own and I quickly started cooking 

something. My daughter was with her friends playing in the garden, a rare sight. They seemed rather 



invested on gardening for some reason, I guess they wanted to do something else than playing BNLO at 

long last. 

"Mom, did you noticed the tomato tree I planted back then? It has grown a lot. I saw it had small green 

tomatoes." Elena commented. 

"Is that so? Sounds nice." I giggled. "I'll make a tasty salad with them once they grow big enough." 

"Yeah, but doesn't it feel weird? I didn't knew tomatoes could grow so fast…" She said. 

"A-Ah, well, maybe it is the mana in the air now that those gates opened back then?" I wondered. "I did 

read somewhere that they are slowly affecting nature and stuff." 

"Huh… I didn't thought about that. I wonder… if they could become magic tomatoes. Maybe they would 

fetch a good price?" Elena saw an opportunity. 

"Hmmm… I dunno, I don't think so? They're just tomatoes at the end of the day, dear." I giggled. 

Though… Now that I think about it, can't I make actually magical tomatoes and other foods? I could 

easily mass produce these and sell them as super food for Hunters, which would help them recover 

Mana and Vitality quickly, or even give them temporary stat boosts. 

I might begin doing that later, I could also just do that in BNLO and just bring the vegetables and fruits 

from there, I've been expanding my farm a lot lately, now spreading it all around the forest of 

beginnings thanks to the walls I set up, with that I don't have to worry too much about monsters eating 

the vegetables, nor players trying to steal them. 

It could be an easy way to profit without having to craft anything, so I might try that out later. I guess I 

have to thanks my daughter for reminding me of that possibility, I honestly been having my mind filled 

with a bunch of things, naturally, sometimes I can't remember the simplest of things because of this. 

Nonetheless, after lunch, its time to log-in back into Arcadia. 

 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 620: New Personal Quests 

Once we logged back into Arcadia through our Avatars, we found out the Dwarven City was already half-

way done! Not kidding, the dwarves worked through the entire night until now, without resting at all. 

The most surprising thing is that none of them seemed all that exhausted. There were a lot of golems 

helping on carrying things too. 

"Ah, welcome, Lady Planta!" 

"It is Sir Titan as well!" 

"Why, even Lady Lily!" 

"Our heroes have returned!" 

"Thanks to your plants and trees surrounding the forest, no monsters have come closer now!" 

https://www.lightnovelworld.com/novel/brand-new-life-online-rise-of-the-goddess-of-harvest-1448/chapter-618
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"We are very thankful!" 

"Oh, I just prepared this pie! Do you want a few slices?" 

"I roasted this whole boar! Want a big leg?" 

"Want to try out my freshly baked bread?!" 

"Lady Planta! I've got you a big sack filled with jewels just for you!" 

Not only they were thankful, but many of them were also so grateful they swarmed us and started giving 

us all sorts of items, from jewels to food, to ores, we respectfully accepted them all while thanking 

them, as we made our way to the castle. 

"Thank you so much!" I thanked them all. "You don't really need to go so far though, but thanks!" 

"I am really grateful; this pie is really tasty." Mark said while munching on a cranberry pie slice. 

"Hehehe, thank you!" Lily giggled. "Gee, where is Jenny and Rita though? With them we could divert 

their attention a bit more…" 

"Jenny had yet to log-in, she lives quite farther from my house, but I bet she'll log-in whenever she got 

time. Rita must be busy with her family, she usually log-ins late at night when she's busy." I explained. 

We decided to swiftly move to the castle as we received a message from Acorn saying he was there with 

Nieve, the King, and the Princess, alongside Richard. Once we arrived in front of the castle, the guards 

happily greeted us, and while gifting us souvenirs, they opened the gates for us to enter. 

Damn, our reputation had given a really enormous flip! From complete strangers, we were now the 

most respected heroes of the entire city… 

"Welcome, my heroes!" The Dwarf King said happily, greeting us in a large room within the castle filled 

with a pile of treasures, weapons, armor, and many materials. 

"Oh, Lady Planta and everyone! You really came." Said Brisingra. "It seems that "message" function 

Acorn talked about was true." 

"Indeed, we are pseudo players, so we got the ability to send messages, or even join the guilds where 

only players can join!" Said Acorn pridefully. "Lady Planta, we were currently looking at materials and 

treasures, because we were helping the king and the princess reorganize the kingdom's riches." 

"And thanks to all the high-quality materials that those monsters dropped, our kingdom's funds have 

been almost completely refilled! The money we'll lose buying resources and other things to reconstruct 

our city has been completely paid with these." Richard said happily. 

"It is a tiring job though." Nieve sighed. "My liege, when will be returning to our home? I miss the forest 

and Queen Titania very dearly." 

"We'll go back today!" I said. "Though, I've got a few things to check on…" 

And that was checking on personal quests, something that now became available for some of the people 

of this Kingdom. 



[Dainn, King of Dwarves] 

[Likeness: 100/100] 

[Trust Level: 10/10] 

[Current Mood: Looking Forward To A Bright Future] 

[Thoughts: "It is a bit sad that Lady Planta and he friends are leaving… Especially Lady Planta, her 

appearance reminds me so much of my wife… But I guess that's for the best." 

[Available Quest: [A King's Guidance] 

[Available Quest: [A King's Guidance] 

King Dainn has gone through many things through his life. Despite his cheerful and hopeful personality, 

he has many doubts deep inside of his heart, and often falters and fails to decide what to do with his 

Kingdom, or what decisions he has to take. To complete this Quest, you must guide the King and help 

him decide what to do next with his Kingdom regarding its economy and future growth, helping him 

with your own resources also helps. 

. 

[Brisingra, Dwarf Princess] 

[Likeness: 100/100] 

[Trust Level: 10/10] 

[Current Mood: Looking Forward To A Bright Future] 

[Thoughts: "If it wasn't thanks to Lady Planta and everyone else, we would had never been able to 

survive, nor to prosper and look forward to a brighter future. I'm so grateful for them. And also of 

mother… Who left this ring for me." 

[Available Quest: [A Princess' Resolve] 

[Available Quest: [A Princess' Resolve] 

Brisingra is deeply grateful for everything you've done for her alongside your friends. And now that she 

had inherited her mother's special Magic Ring and awakened her mother's Bloodline Magical Powers, 

she feels like her responsibility as the princess and future queen of the Dwarven Kingdom has only 

grown bigger. Deep down within her heart, she feels like she lacks the resolve to become a future ruler, 

knowing full well her father is already very old. Help her find resolve and also, to increase the mastery of 

her inherited powers. 

. 

[Richard, Royal Alchemist of the Dwarf Kingdom] 

[Likeness: 100/100] 

[Trust Level: 10/10] 



[Current Mood: Amazed By Treasures, Wants To Research More] 

[Thoughts: "Now that things are finally done, I'll have a lot of free time after I've been given the Royal 

Alchemist Title! I might use this time to continue my research. I wonder if Acorn could help. Or Lady 

Planta?" 

[Available Quest: [The Passionate Researcher] 

[Available Quest: [The Passionate Researcher] 

Even after everything he had gone through, Richard's still the same old Alchemist, and his desire for 

research of both monster biology, item creation, and more, is as fervent as ever. Now that he had been 

appointed the important title of a Royal Family Alchemist, he's decided to prove his own worth by 

working on a special case or item and impress the royal family and the rest of the Kingdom. Use your 

Alchemy and Magic Abilities to help Richard accomplish his research and become renowned. 

Indeed, there's a LOT of new personal quests! 

 


